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ACID Magic Receives NSF Standard 60
Certification as a Drinking Water Treatment Agent
COMMERCE CITY, CO (April 4, 2013) Certol International, LLC announced that ACID
Magic® has been granted the coveted NSF/ANSI Standard 60 Certification from the
National Sanitation Foundation (NSF).
NSF/ANSI Standard 60 certification allows ACID Magic to be used as a drinking
water treatment chemical for pH adjustment, corrosion and scale control and as a
cleaning agent for water treatment lines. Many states and Canadian provinces
require certification to NSF Standards for water treatment chemicals and products in
contact with drinking water. Qualifying for certification by the NSF requires that
both the product and the manufacturing facility meet rigorous standards and pass a
battery of tests to ensure that the product does not contribute contaminants to
drinking water that will cause adverse health effects.
This certification opens the door to new
markets for ACID Magic, including municipal
and industrial drinking water treatment,
water well service and repair and numerous
other industries requiring NSF Standard 60
certification for the chemicals they utilize in
their processes. ACID Magic has many uses
and is available in multiple sizes to meet a
wide variety of needs. For more information
on
ACID
Magic,
visit
www.Certol.com/ACIDMagic.
About National Sanitation Foundation
NSF International is an independent, not-for-profit organization that provides
standards development, product certification, auditing, education and risk
management for public health and the environment. Manufacturers, regulators and
consumers alike look to NSF International for the development of public health
standards and certification that help protect the world's food, water, health and
consumer products. www.nsf.org
About Certol International, LLC
Certol International, LLC is based in Commerce City, Colorado. Founded in 1979,
Certol’s EPA & FDA regulated facility produces industrial cleaning products of the
highest quality. Certol’s products are used by municipalities, commercial companies
and consumers worldwide and are designed with the customer in mind. Certol
strives to create new and innovative products that enable customers to do their jobs
better and more safely. www.Certol.com
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